ABSTRACT A method for estimating intrafamilial correlations under variable family sizes involving weightings of paired data points is introduced. Classical methods of intrafamilial correlation estimation and those in current use are outlined and critically analyzed. Extensions of the proposed estimation method to more general data structures -are delineated.
A problem of interest with regard to nuclear-familial data concerns the assessment of similarity or degree of.resemblance among family members. A commonly used approach to evaluating similarity is via correlation analysis. There is considerable recent literature pertaining to both the theoretical and practical problem of estimating correlations among relatives meaningfully and efficiently, particularly under the complicationofvarying family size and structure (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Two main categories of estimators are usually employed in the correlation analysis of nuclear family data, those. for between-sibling correlations and those for parent-offspring correlations.
One widely used statistic for the assessment of sib-sib simX ilarity is the intraclass correlation coefficient dating from Fisher (6) and extended to handle unequal family sizes by way ofequating certain.variance components to their corresponding expectations (7) . This statistic, henceforth. called the ANOVA estimate, can produce negative values inconsistent with the modeling assumption that it is determined as a ratio ofvariance estimates (see Section 2 below). Other approaches involve maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs), usually in the framework of multivariate normal models, correlation calculations based, on randomly selected sibpairs, and Bayesian methods. Because the maximum likelihood estimate of sibling correlation subject to variable family size does not yield an explicit.formula, its implementation and application are quite formidable; Donner and Koval (2) discuss some algorithms for approximation of the MLE. Another. procedure in current use (and quite popular in corresponding econometrics contexts) is to calculate sibling correlation stratified on family size and to combine the estimates with weights proportional to the inverse of the variance estimates for these classes. This is partly by analogy with testing independence in contingency tables. It is difficult to assess its relevance and reliability. Finally, with respect to parent-offspring similarity, three interclass correlations known as the pairwise, sib-mean, and random sib methods are reviewed by Rosner et al. (1) along with a proposed "ensemble" statistic. Advantages and limitations of these methods are discussed in Section 2. Approaching the problem from a perspective that is fundamentally different from those summarized above, we present here an internally consistent and. flexible. approach to the general problem of correlation estimation that is based on minimal modeling assumptions, lends intuitive comprehensibility to the meaning of the proposed estimates, is simple to implement, especially for variable family sizes, and agrees with the maximum likelihood result for a multivariate normal model under constant family size. We promulgate this approach in a general theoretical framework of correlation estimation between sets delineated in Section 5. The technique is applied in Section 3 to the problem of correlation estimation in the context of the inherent structure of familial data. In the case of sibling correlations, we provide a series of statistics that separately emphasize contributions ofthe family versus those ofthe individual and compared to contributions accenting sib-pair units. Extensions ofour approach to take account ofdemographic conditions, environmental factors, and natural stratifications of the underlying population base are also briefly considered.
Correlation estimation on.nuclear family data
We first stipulate the basic assumptions that underlie all of the correlational methods to be discussed. Trait values are assumed to be independently distributed among families. Moreover, all offspring within a family are taken as equivalent to each other with respect to offspring-offspring resemblance. When required it is assumed that the data have been first adjusted for the effects of age, sex, birth order, and other concomitant variables.
A standard description ofthe variables and parameters ofthe population model can be set forth in terms of first and second moments as follows. We treat the case of one parent per family for ease of exposition. Let the trait values of family i of size ki be (Yi,Xil,Xi2..Xi,k,) with parental value yi and offspring values XilXi2,.. ,Xisk, We assume the families share mean and variance population values such that E[yi] = p,, E[xiJ = As, Var(yi) = o2, Var(xi) = oI, [1] Corr(yi,xi,,,) = pps (independent of i and P = 1,...,ki), Corr(xi,,,xi,=) pis (independent of i and v # /i = 1,2,...,ki).
Thus, all parents have equal means and variances-as do offspring, but those of the latter typically differ from those of the former, while all parent-offspring correlations are equal and all sibling correlations are equal as well but differ in general from those between parents and offspring. This model,. with all the moment assumptions, is very general and more restrictive distributional or underlying structural assumptions are often embedded within this context to obtain desired correlation estimates.
Sib-Sib Correlation Estimation (Classical and Related Methods). To provide perspective on our approach, we review, some of the classical methods and include some brief remarks on their advantages and disadvantages.
(i) The ANOVA estimate. This is the sibling correlation es- (13) MA + -B.-S.V. + (ko-1)W.S. [5 There are several caveats in this approach to correlation estimation: First, it is not correct that B.S.V./W. S.V. is distributed F in the case of the ANOVA model II except when ouA = 0, i.e., pss = 0 (13). Thus, although very directly tied to assumptions of normality, this method does not yield suitable hypothesis-testing procedures when p # 0 (the normality assumption in the model II formulation can be lifted but the estimates of B. S.V. and W.S.V. of Eqs. 2, linear combinations of which are used in a method ofmoments, still are motivated from normal theory).
Second, the estimate is strongly tied to the structure of the underlying ANOVA model ofadditive effects, which is a special assumption for which there is no guarantee of applicability to, or appropriateness for, real data.
T.V.* = W.S.V.* + B.S.V.* with
[6a]
[6b]
We can consider in lieu ofW. S.V. and B. S.V. of Eqs. 2a and 2b, respectively, the quantities If we form F* = B. S.V. */W. S.V.*, then sofving from Eqs. 7 suggests the estimate [8] This differs from the ANOVA estimator and -1 ' Ass ' 1. is determined in a more complicated way involving an iterative procedure.
Many of the problems inherent to the ANOVA approach obtain for this approach as well. Specifically, the method depends strongly on the specific assumptions of the model and there is no reduction to the maximum likelihood estimate in the normal case when ki = k for all i. Finally, the estimates for A and B, while based on unbiasedness and consistency considerations, take their form from normal theory and in that sense are highly distributionally dependent.
(iv) Maximum likelihood estimation of p, The maximum likelihood approach depends on imposing distributional assumptions on the set offamily random variables; specifically, the standard model takes the observed variables (xi,1, , xik) to be multivariate normal with mean and covariance parameters as specified in Eq. 1. An explicit MLE is inaccessible for ki varying, and to maximize the likelihood function numerically is usually quite formidable. In the special case of ki k, it is straightforward to show that where p,* = 1/n Xt=1 xi, px** = 1/n Xt=1 x** and in which xi, x** are selected either at random or depending on birth order (e.g., youngest versus oldest) or by some other criterion from xij, j = 1, ..., ki, given the sample realizations. This estimator has the problem ofdiscarding information in a way that seems clearly not to maintain sufficiency. It seems intuitively transparent that a superior estimate to this is the "ensemble" version [the ensemble estimate for the parent-offspring correlation was introduced by Rosner et al. (1)], which is defined to be Ea, (4 -g*)(XP* -t**)) EE = n\ E ,(x*' -*2 in which expectations are computed given the sample realizations. We determine this to be the advantage of not being derived via an underlying modeling assumption. This estimate is apparently not in current use.
3. An alternative approach to estimating sibling correlations Our proposal for sib-sib correlation estimation is to consider the set of all sib-pairs (x,,,x Q, vP IL = 1,2,...,ki; i = 1,2,...,n, [10] consisting of ' 1 . Iki(ki -1) points in the Euclidean plane and prescribe a discrete probability distribution 6 on this set, assigning weights w. to (xi, xj, (in which often wi,, is specified independent of v and Au and varies only with the family index, ki) and then to compute the correlation of the first and second components under this probability distribution as a sibling correlation estimator.
Three natural choices ofthe distribution 26 with weights wi,,,,, are explicitly as follows:
Sib-pair density: wi,,, = Xn k,(k, -1)
Individual density: wi.,. = (k, -1) :, k
Family density: wi,,, = n -1)
[Ila]
[11b]
[lic]
The sib-pair density Ha emphasizes contributions from large families the most, whereas the family density lic emphasizes contributions from large families the least, in fact, treating all families equivalently. The individual density hib lies between the other two in its emphasis on large families.
Another appealing choice is to superimpose on the densities of Eqs. 11 factors that reflect demographic influences or other stratification conditions. In this vein, let Pr be the population frequency (available from census data) of families composed of r siblings. Suppose in the actual sample the observed frequencies are Pr' For a given {wj} we modify wi to w0 by the definition W* = PkilpkiN [lid) in which N is a normalizing constant ensuring Xi ki(ki -1)w* = 1. The modified density {w1} adjusts the weights so as to better reflect the family size distribution ofthe total population. This method can generalize to determinations of the distribution a based on sex and age of the family members, cultural criteria, etc.
We now proceed to derive the sibling correlations for the distributions of Eqs. ( where AliF = >: yiandj2F = .j 2 xe, nnk a=1 1
(ii) Individual method. The density is that of Eq. 15b. Because there is a one-to-one correspondence between individual siblings and possible parent-offspring pairs, this is equivalent to a parent-offspring pair estimator. The calculation gives n / n A1I = >: kjyj E ki,
i=l j=l [13] in which A = On wi(k, -1) X.i , and the {wi} are constrained to satisfy lI' ki(ki -I)wi = 1.
For the case of constant family size ka k; all estimates reduce identically to the statistic of Eq. 9, which is the MLE for the multivariate normal case.
4. Parent-offspring correlations Rosner et al. (1) reviewed the status ofvarious parent-offspring correlation estimates currently in use, including the pairwise estimator, sib-mean estimator, random-sib estimator, and an "ensemble" estimator (see ref. 1 for definitions and detailed discussion). The sib-mean and random-sib estimators stand out as ones that lose sufficiency in contracting the data unduly. The ensemble estimator has the difficulty of not being a true correlation, whereas the sib-pair estimator will appear as a special case ofthe class ofestimators we propose. As in the sib-sib case, the MLE exists in explicit form only when ki k.
Following mutatis mutandis our methodology in the calculation ofsibling correlation estimates, we consider the complete set of parent-offspring values (yi i = 1,2.n, v = 1.ki, [14] induced by the family sets (yi,xil, ..,xi k,) and assign to them an appropriate discrete distribution 9P [with weight tri assigned to (yi,xj, normalized byX'=1 irik, = Our approach is to redefine a new sample space consisting of all possible pairs of the appropriate variables chosen from each subset pair (excluding pairs consisting of identical points), assign some relative weight or measure to those pairs, and then compute the correlation estimate in the same form as the Pearson statistic (or with some trimming or rank-ordering modification when appropriate for increasing robustness) with these new variable pairs weighted appropriately.
For the sake ofbrevity ofexposition we will assume that variable pairs taken from the same subset pairs will receive equal weight. Formally, we let ai and bi represent the number of points in Sli and S2i, respectively, and ci represent the number ofpoints in common between S1i and S2i. Then, letting di represent the number of possible choices of (distinct) pairs from (Sli,S2V), we find di = aibi -ci.
Finally, we let wi be the weight ofpairs chosen from (Sli, S2i), and to assure wi is a density on the set of all sib pairs (this is technically unnecessary because the statistic itself is scale independent), constrain wi such that 2,i= 1 (ii) We make a minimum of modeling assumptions-i.e., no specific model is assumed beyond that specified in the existence offirst and second moments for the underlying distribution corresponding to Eq. 1.
(iii) Our estimate reduces to the maximum likelihood estimate, PL' in the case k, k for the multivariate normal distribution.
We believe this basic perspective and approach to the problem of assessing intrafamilial similarity lend intuitive comprehensibility to the meaning of the various estimates. Thus, our approach lends overall coherency to the estimation of intrafamily correlations that may also be applied to new problems (e.g., family data involving extended family sets) or in general to any data for which correlation estimates within or between sets, or both, is required (see Section 5) 
